Saturday 6 June
Pretty rotten and disturbed night. We had an inside cabin, and Norma gets
restless and can’t sleep if she can’t see the sky at all. The air-conditioning was
ferociously noisy so we turned it off, and had to turn it back on in the middle of
the night because the tiny box of a cabin got too stuffy. All in all, we were not
too impressed by Tirrenia.
Our approach to Palermo
was on a fine, calm
morning. The steep cliffs of
Monte Pellegrino were reflected in the sea to the north of the city. Once through the outer sea wall we
recognised where we had once hesitantly entered the inner harbour, and where we had found a berth at the
yacht club – all very crowded now. Then off into the
Palermo turmoil. On the basis of a blog entry we had
identified a motorhome-friendly car park as being a
possible base for a walk around the city, but after tackling some of the streets and the traffic found that it
was in a very down-market area and really too far to walk in.
So we ultimately decided that since once upon a time we had already spent several days in Palermo, seen all
the sights and smelt all the smells, we could move on out and see some more of the island.
Sicily, like Sardinia, became an autonomous region of Italy following the birth of the Italian Republic in 1946.
Evidence of human dwelling on the island dates back to 12,000 BC. By around 750 BC several Phoenician and
Greek colonies were established there, and for 600 years it was the centre of the Greek-Punic and RomanPunic wars, which ended with the destruction of Carthage by Rome. After the Roman Empire fell in the 5th
century AD Sicily’s rulers changed frequently, through the hands of the Vandals, Ostrogoths, Byzantines,
Arabs and Normans.
Kings of Sicily from 1130 to 1816 came from Aragon, the Holy Roman Empire, and the French Bourbons. The
island became part of Italy in 1860 following a revolt led by Giuseppe Garibaldi. From what we had already
read and knew, there was much to be seen here, and we hoped that we could cope with those aspects of the
Sicilian way of life that can be frustrating and annoying, such as their crazy driving and anarchic garbage
disposal habits.

We drove out to the west through some dismal and dirty suburbs with roads lined by piles of
rotting garbage, and joined the minor coastal route that winds its way through a succession
of villages with views across stony beaches of the Golfo di Castellammare. We did get a bit
stuck in one of these, ignoring the bypass and having a go at getting down to what looked
like a quiet port – but failing, and having trouble getting back up to the bypass road. Learning
the lesson we drove past the town of Castellammare del Golfo but were able to look back
down on it from a spectacular viewpoint on the top of the next cape. The town sits around a
very pleasant-looking bay and harbour in a lovely location, but we could well see the packed
nature of the dwellings and the narrow roads between them.
On our way up to Capo San Vito,
to the west of the gulf, we came
across evidence of the extent to
which Sicily has been mined and
Round and round the town we went
quarried over the years, and this
continues to a substantial
extent. We drove past many
high, craggy cliffs, and up here whole hillsides had been cut and sliced open. Limestone appears to
have been one of the many rocks cut out of the hills. Approaching the cape the hills became even
rockier, craggier and jagged, extending down to stony beaches. Several motorhomes were freecamped down near these beaches, but it
was hot by this time and shade down
there was non-existent.
Our target for a stay was a sosta on the
north side of the holiday resort village of
San Vito lo Capo, and we parked at the edge of the site looking right over the sea to the prominent P.
di Solanto across the bay to the east, with the harbour wall and port to our right. A splendid location.
We settled down in the afternoon sun and sea breeze.
Sunday 7 June
For what is supposed to be a Catholic society, Sunday started with no church bells or other signs
other than of holidays. We walked down to the harbour via the small fish market where, as we have seen everywhere in the Mediterranean, fish is sold at pretty
exorbitant prices. Norma worked out that fillets of what looked like mediocre fish would cost up to $100 a kilo! Apart from swordfish, which did not even have a
price tag on it, there was nothing there we would consider buying. It’s not surprising that a typical item on a menu turistica is “fritto misto”, or fried-up bits of
miscellaneous bits of small fish.

We walked on down to the harbour, where the fishing boats were surprisingly active, unloading, selling a few bags, and getting nets and gear sorted. Most of them
had obviously been out last night – with catches of “Med-fish”, not surprisingly. The bright colours of the boats shone in the sun, and their equipment included
seining (popular with the bigger boats), trawling, long-lining and drift netting.
The beach, with good white sand, was getting busy by mid-morning, with the typically serried
ranks of colourful but regimented commercial umbrellas taking more space than “free” beachlovers.
Back to the van for a restful afternoon in perfect weather.
Monday 8 June
Some weather change overnight, with sounds of wind and waves breaking on the rocks below,
cooler but sunny in the morning.
Relaxed start after watering and cleanup, and first to a Simply supermarket we had seen on the way up the peninsula. Not well stocked but sufficient, and
managed to dump a couple of bags in bins in the car park. A strange irony is that in a place where piles of garbage can be seen everywhere, there are very few
public facilities for dumping it!
We left the next big peninsula on our right, its feature Mount Cofano displaying glowing reddish cliffs. After a steep climb through a series of sharp hairpins we
reached the village of Erice, which all the guides rated a must-see place.

Erice, a dramatically sited medieval hill town that
gave us a formidable view on our approach and the
promise of a challenging drive up, is perched at 750
metres at the end of a sharp ridge north-east of
Trapani, the main town of the region. It was first
settled by the prehistoric and rather mysterious
Elymian people from the Aegean, who also founded
the settlement at Segesta. As usual for a position of
such strategic importance, several rulers took over
during the subsequent ages, including the Cart
haginians and Romans. Under them it became an
important religious site, with inscriptions found in the
town and in the ruined castle showing dedication by
Phoenicians and Carthaginians to Astarte, the Greeks to Aphrodite and the Romans to Venus, all divinities sharing the
same identity. These associations with goddesses of fertility and love are tied to a sacred themenos, an open-aired temple
where Venus was worshipped. Devotees and visitors would reach for the goddess through sex with priestesses housed in
the temple. This was supposed to be at what is now the ruined castle, and the whole story is understandably played up to
the maximum for and by the tourist industry.
The small town presents as a typically medieval town, and we walked
up through the slippery cobbled main street past some tatty tourist
shops as well as others showing some beautiful (and expensive)
ceramic art, a Sicilian specialty. From the main passageways extend
narrow little alleys, and at the top of the hill and peak of the ridge is
the Castello di Venere. This is just a ruin and there’s nothing much to
see except the staggering view north-east to Capo San Vito and
Mount Cofano, and
west to Trapani.
There are lots of
churches, but the
only one open to visitors required a fee to go through its treasury first. Like many others of the old buildings most
of the churches did look in need of attention, and several were set right next to crumbling dwelling-places.
From here we took the scenic route south-east to Segesta, through swathes of heavily-farmed agricultural land,
the multi-coloured paddocks and fields looking attractive in the sun. The volcanic instability of the land was shown
by the state of the winding country road, much of which was falling away down the slopes and made for slow
progress and a bumpy ride. We got to Segesta too late to visit the temple we had come to see, but decided to stay
for the rest of the afternoon and the night in the car park. However, when the site closed at 7:00 pm we were

asked to leave, but directed to a large bus car park just down the
road. We shared this with one other van, and as the sun went down
we had a good view of the temple’s columns backed by the cliff faces
and green forests of the hills behind.
Tuesday 9 June
Relatively peaceful night, although Norma was not that keen on this
“wild” camp. After Norma had fed the more hungry-looking or
attractive of the many roaming dogs (also fed well every day by the
tourist food stalls at the site, we had noticed), by 9:00 am we were
ready and waiting at the car park entrance. We were the very first
people of the day to take the steep walk up to the wondrous Doric temple of Segesta.
The temple dates from about 430 BC, and is remarkably well preserved. It has never
had a roof, and scholars are in doubt as to whether it was ever completed. It may
have been the open-air site of a local cult or simply an attempt to impress enemies, as
some have suggested. Like Erice, Segesta was founded by the ancient Elymian people,
who inhabited the western part of Sicily from the 11th century BC, before the arrival of
the Phoenicians and Greeks. Little is known about their origins and culture, but they
gradually merged first with the Greeks, with whom they built this magnificent
structure. Later they allied with Rome, where they were granted special status on
their claim of Trojan ancestry. As a distinct people, they then disappeared as they
merged with other populations.
The beautiful temple stands on a hillock, backed by a steep rocky and wooded gorge.
On our own for a little while, we
saw it glow in the morning sun
and compared it with the main temple at Paestum, south of Naples. It is fronted by six Doric columns, and has
a total of 36. They are unusually lacking in any fluting, being simple round, tapered pillars, weathered over
time but still upright despite the tremulous nature of the land on which they stand.
From the temple we took the shuttle bus some 1.5 kilometres further up the hillside to the ancient city and
amphitheatre. The city is now simply a set of foundations and low walls, but is accompanied by good
explanatory panels including English. One very interesting section is the remaining foundation of an ancient
mosque built by Muslim settlers of the time. It was first to be identified in Sicily, and is dated to the 12th
century under Norman occupation. It was destroyed early in the 13th century by a local Christian lord.

The 3rd century amphitheatre has been substantially rebuilt, and is used for concerts. It has a stunning view to the north over the Golfo di Castallamare, which
must be distracting for audiences – just as the view was, we remembered, from the amphitheatre at Episkopi in Cyprus when we attended concerts there some 50
years ago.
We wanted to visit the archaeological museum at Marsala, back on the west coast, and decided to avoid the motorway that could get us there in 47 minutes in
favour of the route on minor roads – forgetting our experience on similar roads only the day before! The journey took many hours as it happened, but held a great
deal of interest and sights we would never have otherwise seen.
On our way initially to the south-east the Tomtom became increasingly unreliable, advising taking side roads impossibly narrow, warning of roundabouts that were
not there and not knowing of new roads that were. So we got pretty lost, and having groped out of an old village we then stumbled upon a new town that was
neither on the satnav nor our road atlas, Sasi. It was finally approached by a majestically wide road of motorway standard, it had an impressive dual-carriageway
avenue through the middle, and its side streets were all laid out in a symmetrical manner. Problem was, there was practically nobody there, with empty and many
part-finished apartments and public buildings. We thought that is probably a Mafia plan for
resettlement that seemed like a good idea at the time.
We thought we might go on to visit the rather macabre sight of a village, Gibellina, which was
completely flattened by an earthquake in January 1968 and 541 occupants were killed out of the
5,000 population. The survivors deserted the village and part of it was concreted over as a memorial,
with passages where the roads were. It was renamed as Ruderi (ruins) of Gibellina. We found that the
only road to it became worse and worse, and finally at an intersection a large notice told us that the
road over a pass was closed, we assumed through collapsing. So we had to give that visit up and
continued to Gibellina Nuova where, after nearly 15 years of Sicilian dithering, the survivors were
settled in this “new town”.
Outside Gibellina we stopped for lunch in the car park of a cemetery which is the strangest we have
ever seen, a true city of the dead. It is wholly “new”, a planned development built in the ‘70s, and
was the work of the architect Consagra, who is entombed here. There are a few tombs standing on their own,
but the cemetery as a whole is a mass of mausoleums in “modernist” style, each labelled as the “Family of” this and that name. They were of different models,
each design being part of the major plan, with the most obviously up-market
ones being circular white structures with domes like observatories, with other
simpler ones being square, in rows like urban terraces. Another amazing sight.
Gibellina Nuova was another weird town, a bit more active than Sasi, but with
similar features of symmetry and what was seen in 1970 as modern urban
design. Consagra had much to do with its architecture. It features large statues
at every major intersection and along the road sides too, some quite attractive
but most being jumbled structures of rusty steel.
Most intriguing was the main church, again a “modern” building of its time. Its

approaches are all ramps, upwards and downwards, and although the main entrance was roughly walled off, it was easy enough to get in along other ramps and
stairs. In the middle and, we assumed, containing the church itself, is a large white globe sitting on a stubby pedestal and surrounded by a circle of seats a bit like
an amphitheatre. Every crack and surface was sprouting weeds, and it was clear that the building had not been used as a church for a long time.
Our feeling was that these new but not always successful developments are typical of what we know about
the Mafia and its influence.
We finally took a fairly easy run the rest of the way west to the big city of Marsala, founded as Lilybaeon by
the Carthaginians. Marsala is known for its fortified wine, and the scale of wine production, as seen through
vast vineyards as we approached the city, is enormous.
In 830 AD Marsala was captured by the Arabs, who renamed it Marsa
Allah (Port of God), and made it the main point of entry for Africans
landing in Sicily. This fact struck quite a chord for us in the light of
contemporary events, whereby tens of thousands of Africans are still
trying to come to Europe via Sicily – although we have seen no physical
evidence of this so far. We were aiming to stay the night in a motorhome park there, but it was possibly the
worst prospect we have ever encountered: right by a gypsy camp and surrounded by very run-down dwellings with poverty-struck occupants.
So we drove straight on to the Museo Nazionale, in an impressive building in a park right on the sea front to the north of the city centre. We specifically wanted to
see the world’s only recovered Punic liburna, or warship, an important discovery in 1971 by the marine archaeologist Honor Frost in the Stagnone lagoon just a bit
further north. There’s not a lot of the original structure, but the mud preserved part of the stem and garboards, enough to determine what the ship would have
been like: a graceful hull of about 35 metres in length, it would have been manned by 68 oarsmen. It is thought to have been
part of the Carthaginian fleet attacked by the Romans in 241 BC at the battle of Egadi.
To give an idea of what the forward part of the hull would have looked like, a light framework has been constructed to hold
the remaining timbers in place and outline the original structure. The
exhibition is in a hall shaped like an inverted hull, built especially to hold the
ship, as well as artefacts including some of the stuff found in it (including some
cannabis sativa!), several stone anchors of the time, and masses of different
kinds of amphora.
The more recent history of Marsala centres on the amazing story of Giuseppe
Garibaldi, soldier, sailor, liberal politician and writer, a figure whose statue and
name is seen all around the island – indeed, around Italy, as he is regarded as
one of the fathers of the nation. The Spanish domination of Sicily under the
Bourbon name remained strong and very unpopular through the 18th century.
Citizen uprisings occurred spasmodically between 1820 and 1850, but it was
not until 1860 that a group of revolutionary committees in Palermo gave orders for a widespread revolt against the shaky
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Bourbon state. Garibaldi decided that this was the time
to begin his war for the unification of Italy. He landed in
Marsala on 11 May 1860 with about 1,000 red-shirted
men – the “Expedition of the Thousand” - and set about
conquering the island. By July he had defeated much
larger Bourbon armies, the island was free from Spanish
rule for the first time since 1282, and the Kingdom of Italy
was proclaimed in 17 March 1861.
For the night we had to drive further north for 18 km or
so, but did so along a very attractive minor coastal road
along the mainland side of the wide stagnone (literally
“swamp”), or lagoon, for which the Isla dello Stagnone forms the outer barrier. These are shallow waters,
popular (as we saw) for swimming, but of major importance over the ages for the production of salts. We
drove past several salt pans and piles of salt and to a sosta that is part of a diving club.
It is in fact just a field on the sea front with an incomplete fence round it, providing some feeling of security as
well as electricity, which helps us conserve our bottled gas supply. It’s also right by a very popular beach,
although with very shallow water.
We sat out in the sun as it set red to the west.
Wednesday 10 June
Very calm and peaceful night. An airport
nearby makes the only real noise,
compounded from time to time by the
Italian air force in Eurofighter jets on
exercise, we suspect possibly surveying the
waters around the island for illegal boats
from Africa.
We went for a walk to see more of the local
salt industry. A wharf at the other end of the
beach services barges which bring piles of
salt along from the pans, to be unloaded into
trucks. We found that what actually happens
is that the salt is loaded on to trucks on the Isla della Stagnone, then from the trucks on to the barge, which then transports the salt over the entrance to the main

lagoon to here on the mainland. This shuttle goes on all day, and we were surprised by the activity
stimulated by a local industry that we had read was in decline. The coast between Trapani and
Marsala has long been known for its salt production, which first became big business in Norman
times and continued to get bigger over the centuries until the 19th, when it reached its peak.
Hot in the afternoon, so went for a swim in the still very cool water. But then people started arriving
at the diving club, and at about 7:00 pm the dreaded boom-boom music started, live as it turned out.
Clearly this was going to be a big party, so we decided to move out. Norma tried to find the boss lady
to get our money back, but she made herself very scarce!
We moved away down to the parking area by the wharf, not too far but far enough.
Thursday 11 June
Pretty quiet night, apart from some dogs making their presence known, and we were woken early by
the trucks arriving for the salt transport logistics. So, away in good time down the main road running along the south side of the island, SS115, and south off the
road down to Selinunte, on a cliff overlooking the sea and the second of our major ruins visits in Sicily.
At its peak the city had 165,000 inhabitants and was the most advanced point of the Greek expansion into the western Mediterranean. The historian Thucydides
writes that the Greeks first settled there in 628 BC, calling the place Selinus. It was originally allied with Carthage, but the alliance fell apart when the Carthaginians
supported Segesta in ongoing territorial disputes. In 409 BC Hannibal utterly destroyed the city. Later, its citizens were relocated to Marsala, the Carthaginian
capital, and what was left standing was demolished by an earthquake in the middle aes.
What is now to be seen are the remains of several temples, now rather prosaically having been given letters of the alphabet as names. The most prominent
temple, Temple E, built in the 5th century BC, was controversially reconstructed from its own remains in 1958, and inevitably stands as the prime feature of the
site. Most published photos of this magnificent Doric structure show the fluted columns standing proudly unsupported, but almost all the temple as we saw it was
shrouded in scaffolding; its re-reconstruction is never-ending. But the scaffolds do little to diminish its imposing presence.

The other temples in this part of the city are now little more than piles of blocks, sections of columns
and associated stones and rubble. We clambered through these bits and pieces, wondering, yet
again, how on earth did these people build these great structures? Obviously, with lots of power from
man and beast and an understanding of leverage, but each section of each fluted column fits
together with a central rectangular plug so that the flutes match and the column as a whole is
beautifully tapered. And once the tall columns are erected, massive blocks have to be lifted some 1618 metres to join up the tops and support the roof. There was great brainpower behind this work, as
well as manpower.
The city as a whole covered a large area (much of which is still unexcavated), and we took a bumpy
ride in an electric buggy to the acropolis, about 1.5 kilometres away from the cluster of temples and
across a valley that once was part of a harbour. There are the remains of several more temples in the
acropolis, as well as the foundations of other
buildings, but the stand-out is part of one side of
Temple C, the oldest temple on the site, built in the
middle of the 6th century BC. What are described as
its stunning metopes –the sculptured friezes – are in
the museum in Palermo, along with similarly
decorative metopes from the other temples. It’s a
pity that not even reproductions of such important
components of these lovely temples can be seen on
site. The descriptive plaques were few and in poor
condition, and we would have to return some time
to view the new ones, the stands for which were in
place for future visitors.
Back to the main road and further along with the
intention of having a look at some comparatively
minor ruins, Eraclea Minoa. They stand on the top of
high white Dover-like cliffs overlooking the sea, and
it is their location that is their most impressive
feature, so we did not dawdle there. A camp site that looked pleasant lay on the waterfront at the foot of the
cliffs, but further investigation showed that it a semi-permanent site not welcoming transients.

The Greek colony here was founded around 580 BC by local settlers and by others from Rhodes. We
drove on then along the near motorway-standard road – where it was finished, that is – bypassing
Agrigento to the south and having our first view of the temples in the Valley of Temples, our next
major site visit. We decided on a camp site, the first of the trip, Camping Nettuno, found through the
outer suburbs of the city and down by a pleasant beach, although that was a bit messy, steep, and
shingle!
Friday 12 June
The original intention was to drive up to the temples this morning, but after the last couple of days
we felt like a rest. The camp site was very peaceful and quiet, with few and well-spaced neighbours,
so we settled in for a hot lay-day.
Saturday 13 June
A windy weather change overnight, not so hot, and some overcast, a good thing for more temple-watching.
So up to the Valle dei Templi it was.
The Parco Valle dei Templi
extends over 1300 hectares,
and has been a UNESCO World
Heritage site since 1997. The
complex of temples and old city
walls remain from the ancient
city of Akragas, and nowhere
else on earth, even in Greece,
are so many sacred ancient
buildings to be found in
one place. Later, the
philosopher Empedocles
lived and worked here.
As most people do, we
walked the 1.5-kilometre or
so length of the complex
from east to west and then
back. We therefore started
with the Temple of Hera,
aka Juno (an erroneous attribution, according to the explanatory plaque), with much of the colonnade

still standing, as is a long altar. We walked down past some old olive tree said to be up to 800 years old, and then
down along the inner side of the southern wall of the city. This is now pitted with hewn-out caves that were a
necropolis in 4th to 7th century Christian times.
Next along is the stand-out temple, the Temple of Concordia, named in accordance with harmony with the people of
Agrigento. It stands high and proud on a hillock within the complex and visible for miles around and out to sea, as an
aid for sailors. Its classical form is the basis for the UNESCO World Heritage icon. It has survived almost intact since its
construction in 430 BC, partly because it was conserved and converted into a Christian basilica in the 6th century, and
partly because of the shock-absorbing capacity of the clay based for it foundations. It is a simply beautiful structure in
its classical grace. Its inner temple – the cella, or sanctuary – is fronted by a porch, the proneos, and backed by another
enclosure, the opisthodomos. All are encased by the massive fluted Doric columns on all sides, six at front and rear,
and 13 along each side. The colour of the stones is of a golden honey.
The next temple, dedicated to Hercules – Heracles – is the oldest, dating from the end of the 6th century BC. Most is in
ruins, but eight columns have been re-erected.
On the
the
The
later earthquake completed its ruin. In its design
telamones – each eight metres high. A depiction
them like Atlas. Indeed, the Greeks called them
lie partly dissembled within the vast area of the temple’s foundations.

way down we were intrigued by an enclosure for the Girgentana goat, an
ancient species imported from Greek or Arab lands and now endemic to
area, although threatened by extinction.
Tempio di Giove, Olympian Zeus, would have been the world’s largest
temple if its construction had not been interrupted by the sacking of
Akragas by Carthaginian forces, and it was never completed with a roof. A
and building, between the columns stood massive statues of men – the
shows them perched half way up the columns, supporting the roof above
the atlantes. Some of these survived, one almost completely, and others

Further down to the west there are two smaller temples and a cluster of altars and small
buildings. At the western extremity the land falls away as a cliff, as a natural defence.
The town of Agrigento, with an ugly face of block-like apartment buildings, stands to the
north of the site and is a constant visual presence. But it is far enough away, and the
grandeur of the temples and other ruins sufficiently impressive, never to be much of an
intrusion as far as we were concerned.

Then it was on the road again, our aim being to drive right
across the island to the north side. The satnav assured us that
this should not take us more than two or three hours, but it
did! First, the main road out of Agrigento to the north-east is
being upgraded to motorway standard, which
inevitably meant lots of delays and incomprehensible
diversions. This took us to Caltanissetta, an industrial
urban sprawl, from where we aimed to take an actual
motorway further north. This worked from time to
time, but lots more work provided interruptions until
we were completely diverted off it and on to a long,
winding hilly country road and small villages, not unattractive but not what was planned! It was interesting,
however, as we crossed the hinterland, how different it was from the coast: mostly low rolling hills, all very
brown, a few villages tucked away and looking very depressed. This was clearly “old” Sicily, little visited, with
insufficient investment and poor prospects. The new motorway, when finally completed, will make avoiding it
even easier. What will the inhabitants do then?
We never did get back to the main road from the diversion, because about 20 km from the north coat we
diverted on to the route of the Targa Florio on the way to Collessano.
The famous Targa Florio, founded in 1906, was the longest-standing sports car race until its demise following
several deaths. The race was created in 1906 by the wealthy pioneer race driver Vincenzo Florio, who had
started the Coppa Florio race in Brescia, Lombardy, in 1900. The first configuration of the Targa Florio covered
three laps of 148 kilometres, and the inaugural race was won by Alessandro Cagno in nine hours, averaging 50
km/h. In 1953, the FIA World Sportscar Championship was introduced, and the Targa became part of it
from1955 to 1973. In 1955 Mercedes with the 300 SLR, had to finish first and second to win the
title, and Stirling Moss with Peter Collins, and Juan Manuel Fangio with Karl Kling finished ahead
of the best Ferrari to secure the title.
The circuit length in the race's last decades was limited to the 72 kilometres of the Circuito
Piccolo delle Madonie, used between 1932-1936 and 1951-1977, and in later days was over 11
laps. The main straight, along the coastal road between Campofelice and Termini, was over 6
kilometres long and, we can testify, intimidatingly narrow for the kind of speeds possible. Helmut
Marko set the lap record in 1972 in an Alfa Romeo 33TT3 at 33 minutes 41 seconds for an
average speed of 128.253 km/h during an epic charge where he made up two minutes on Arturo
Merzario and his Ferrari 312PB. This duel is depicted in one of several colourful ceramic panels in
the village of Collessano. Helmut Marko called the race “totally insane”! No wonder the Red Bull
and Toro Rosso drivers of today respect the man.

During all the eras, including 1960s
and 1970s, almost every European
driver of note competed in the
Targa, and the fastest and bravest
won – notably in later years the
local, Nino Vaccarella, who was a
driver of the winning car three
times. Other winners included
those such as Hill, Bonnier,
Gendebien, Elford and many other
famous names.
The road once used for the circuit is
now in very poor condition. Many of the inland hill roads in Sicily have been subject to subsidence because of
ongoing volcanic activity, leading to very uneven and broken-up surfaces. As we started on the roads that we knew
had been part of the circuit we saw a small sign indicating that we might not be able to get through. Indeed,
large parts of the road had fallen down the hillsides, and one short section had collapsed completely. We
gingerly eased the van down into the shallow crater and out again – fortunately it was the only substantial
obstacle. It was possible, as we drove, to imagine what it was like to race here in cars such as a 1972 312 P
Ferrari, but for anyone, of any era, to race here was a formidable endeavour. Even the piccolo circuit has 8900 bends, and you really had to live here ever to learn the circuit. There was no protection, of course, just
lots of walls and houses and enthusiastic spectators at the roadside.
We visited the Museo Targa Florio in the village
of Collessano, one of the main villages on the
circuit. There’s not a lot in the museum, but the
walls are hung with scores of contemporary photographs, from the very old days to the last era. A
few cases hold the apparel used by the most famous drivers.
The northern coastal strip of Sicily is very touristy, although we do remember some of the harbours
we used in Cera quite fondly. Motorhome overnight parking places are few and far between, and our
only convenient option was a second-rate camp site that is little more than a holiday village of scruffy
“mobile” homes. We were the only traveller when we arrived, and it took some time to get the
power working before we were satisfied and had a look at the equally scruffy shingle beach. At 9:00 a
large van parked up alongside us and disgorged a large number of local people and children as noisy
as only the Italians en masse can be. This screaming and shouting continued unabated until about
1:30 am, and we were pleased to get away fairly early the next morning.

Sunday 14 June
Our route for the day first took us
due east along the northern coast,
using the tolled autostrada. This is
an impressive feat of highway
engineering. The old coast road
winds its way through scores of
towns large and small, tourist
complexes and villages, all at sea
level. The new motorway is up in
the coastal mountains, which fall in
a series of crests to the sea, so that
the road goes from tunnel to
viaduct and vice versa, again and
again for kilometre after kilometre.
On a bright day, as it was, the contrast between the darkness of the tunnel and the brightness outside makes for quite a challenge, especially at the 130 km/h
speed limit as you dive into the dark!
Like many of the roads in Sicily this one was fringed by flowering bushes, and in this case sometimes thickly so and very attractively.
After a while we cut south, through mountainous countryside again, but in much greener shades than the wilder country further west. The road conditions were
pretty good, so of course through the winding roads we came across several motorcycle groups, from knees-down racing screamers to massive touring bikes.
We were heading for Mount Etna, and it is a very impressive sight as it emerges on the horizon and grows as you approach. From the north, we could see streaks
of snow around the peak, which was emitting its constant stream of white smoke. We drove round to the south of the 1,600 square metre Parco Regionale dei
Etna through some dreary and dirty villages with garbage tipped all along the roadsides, and then up a steeply winding and hair-pinned road to the Refugio
Sapienza, where we would stay the night.
On this final approach we wound our way through several extensive fields of lava, and could see the remains of a house or two nearly completely submerged in
the lava rock. The wild flowers were in full bloom, a mass of
yellow, blue, pink and red shades, some growing directly in the
lava.
We took a walk around the Refugio. This is essentially a low-key
resort area, with some accommodation, many cafes and
restaurants and lots of shops selling tatty souvenirs. It would be as
busy with skiers in the winter as it is for walkers and other tourists
in the summer. Among several other motorhomes we parked on the edge of the large car park at 1,950 metres high with a huge view to the south. On a clear day

– which it was not, with a summer haze
– we could probably have seen Africa.
Up behind us were the lower slopes of
Mount Etna, browny-black with
occasional patches of green scrub. It
was hot in the setting sun.
Monday 15 June
We got going fairly early to beat the
crowds that we confidently and
correctly expected. The whole
landscape is dotted with craters, and
there are two at the level of the car park. We walked right around the nearest one – inert,
obviously, for now at least. We then took the cable car up another 500 metres height (it
seemed more) to the centre of the skiing area. It is possible from there to take a four-wheel
drive minibus up another 500 metres, and from there it is further possible to scramble for
about an hour or so to the volcanically active crater area, although getting right up to the main craters at 3,300 metres is impossible. However, this is a costly
operation – even just the cable car was the most expensive ever for us, given its short distance – and we decided that we could see and experience enough at the
lower level, so simply walked around the lava fields.
The mountain is Europe’s largest active volcano and does have a pretty violent history, documented right back to ancient times. The most devastating eruption
was in 1669 and lasted 122 days. A massive river of lava poured down its southern slopes, engulfing much of Catania on the east coast. It is monitored by several
seismic activity stations and by satellites, but lives and property were still being lost into the late ‘70s. The last major eruptions were in during the 2001-2003
period – a 2001 eruption destroyed the cable car and tourist facilities, where we were, on
the southern face - and as an internet friend can confirm, minor displays were seen as late as
2007.

don’t understand it.

Back down, we had a walk and then a
quiet afternoon. Once again, we were
horrified at the extent to which there is
casual disposal of garbage. Right around
the car park you can see plastic bottle
and other waste simply tossed into the
lava fields which surround it. And yet,
rather unusually, there are plenty of
large garbage bins in the car park! We

Early evening, we were surprised by a pleasant visit by a group led by an Australian of Sicilian origin, with his daughter and local friends.
Tuesday 16 June
A busy day, what with one thing and another! After another very windy night, away in good time and
down the eastern side of the mountain, a tortuous and steep descent. We were interested that the
landscape, based as ever on old lava flows, was a fair bit greener that on the western approaches,
and there were more and more thick growths of trees the further down we went.
The intention was to link up with the eastern Sicilian coastal road and take it up to Taormina at least.
However, we and the satnav got hopelessly mixed up in narrow roads and little villages, and we’d
probably still be there if it wasn’t for the help of the invaluable Autoroute program on the laptop,
with its mapping and locating ability. Having got down to the coastal road, we found it to be a
monstrous mess of traffic jams and Sicilian drivers, as they tried to force their own way through the
succession of small towns. And there’s nothing to be seen of the coast. With the aid of the
Autoroute (again!) we had previously located a likely Lidl, and to our relief confirmed that it was far
enough away from the nightmare crawl to allow easy access and a good car park. Not that it was
much of a Lidl or supermarket generally, but we were out of pretty much everything and Lidl is a known quantity.

After all that, we decided to give Taormina a miss. The main sight is a Greek amphitheatre, good to see according to the guides and blogs, but we would have to
face more problems with traffic and parking. So we cut up to the motorway, and drove straight through to Messina with only a stop for lunch, some replanning,
and a €3 toll fee. The autostradas are really very good, and this one allowed good scenic views of the eastern coast from the viaducts linking the several tunnels.
Messina was another shambles. We needed to find the correct port for the ferry over to mainland Italy, and were not bothered whether this was to Reggio
Calabria or the alternative, Villa San Giovanni, which is a shorter and we presumed a cheaper ride. But the port for the latter ferry was a long way from the bigger
main port area, and we battled through several intersections with contradictory signs, tried in vain to buy a
ticket from a shop that advertised “Vendite Biglietti”, and then finally got to the right place. Once there, we
simply joined the queue, bought the ticket on the way, and were loaded and off within 10 minutes.
The ferry ride takes about 20 minutes on a simple two-directional
open vessel which, with a twin, operates half-hourly. The fee, at
€56.50, must make it one of the most expensive in Europe per
kilometre.

MAINLAND ITALY
More replanning, and we decided to head north along the coast,
known as the “Calabrian Riviera”. We didn’t want to drive far and had
a possible night stop or two in mind, but these were either non-existent, unacceptable or shut! And
to get to each one required yet more negotiation of little villages and narrow tortuous streets. But
outside the last (closed) camp site we tried there was a sign for a camper sosta down near the
waterfront just north of Palmi, between the villages of Tonnara and Pietrenere.
This turned out to be just what we wanted, a simple place with basic facilities but inexpensive, owned
by a helpful man and his son. We were backed
by a tall cliff face, covered by prickly pear, aloe
and other plants, and were just across the road from a popular beach which – wonder of wonders – is actually
kept sort of clean!
Mosquitoes appeared late afternoon, and after applying aloe juice to the bites, walked along to the simple
village and bought the fly spray we had forgotten about when at Lidl. Norma found out that there is a series
of concrete drains down the back of the site, with stagnant pools . . .
So here we were in Calabria. We once visited in the boat for a few days, staying in a partially competed and
very large harbour, totally unused and, we thought, a typical Mafia project for southern Italy. Traces of
settlement back to Neanderthal times have been found in Calabria, but the region only became important to
the Mediterranean people with the arrival of the Greeks and the expansion of Magna Graecia. But their

settlements fell in 202 BC to the Romans, who stripped the forests from the hills. Successive
invasions and occupations did nothing for Calabria for centuries. While Italian unification inspired
hope for change, Calabria remained for a long time a disappointed, undeveloped region where
malaria was endemic.
This was fertile ground for the growth of banditry and organised crime. Calabria’s Mafia is known as
the ‘ndrangeta (from the Greek for heroism, or virtue).
Wednesday 17 June
Most peaceful night for days. The morning was a bit overcast, and there was even a very light
shower, but Norma got the washing done and we watched as the owner mounted a large shade cloth
to cover some of the other places on the site. It seems that shaded parking is common down here –
there’s lots of it for cars along the beach – but it’s something of a problem to provide shade for
motorhomes of 3 metres or more in height.
Went down to the beach for a quick swim in the afternoon, quick because of a passing storm front, which brought the heaviest rain we have experienced this trip
for a while. Wind switched from north to south-west. Sailing in the Med always was a pain!
Thursday 18 June
Turned out that the clouds and rain were not “passing”, but a substantial weather change. Continued to rain heavily off and on all night and through the morning,
but with indications of clearing in the afternoon. Given some ricotta sheep-milk cream cheese by owner, and later some lemons. Norma is already getting
mulberries from the nearby tree, and they are also being collected by owners and friends.
A van pulled in next to us that turned out to be that of a publisher of a guide to Italian sostas, a copy of
which we instantly purchased for €10! In Italian, but understandable.
Friday 19 June
Pretty good night, clear blue morning. Given lots more lemons by friendly owners, then set off north on
the main road rather than the tail end of the A3 Autostrada del Sol, to get a better feel of the towns and
environment. So, subjected ourselves to some more crazy driving, but it was interesting to note the
rather run-down appearance of the infrastructure and the many uncompleted buildings. Lots of
industrial areas, bit few looking prosperous except a massive new-looking port that was not on our map.
Some views of the Tyrrhenian coast and sea were visible to the west, before crossing over lowland to the
east side of this part of Italy’s forefoot. This took us to the outskirts of one of the large nightmare towns, Catanzaro, but we were guided down to the coast before
we were buried in the worst of it. From there we were on the “marina” (beach) coast, and got to our planned destination at Sena Park. This was not only on all our

databases but also was in our new sosta guide, with a picture. It looked very pleasant, and indeed
was, with well-tended grass, neat olive trees and new CE electric points. (This latter feature is more
common than we remembered, and we wonder whether there have been some new national
regulations for such fixtures.)
Quick walk down to the mediocre but
typical beach; windy now, with quite a
sea breeze, but under sunny blue skies.
On our own in the site.
Saturday 20 June
Peaceful enough night, except for
spasmodic barking dogs! Clear and
sunny morning, and off after paying the
man and his family the very reasonable €10 “special
offer” price for the night. First to nearby Conad
supermarket for some basic stores, and then off to the
north for our tour of the Sila Massif, in the ball of Italy’s
foot.
The Sila, name derived from the Latin sylva, forest, is a granite plateau, heavily wooded by pine and oak, The main, highest part of the range is a National Park. Our
old Michelin guide says that traditional customs have been preserved, including black woollen dress, but we saw nothing of such traditions these days as we drove
through.
We climbed the lower reaches through winding roads, traversing many small villages, one of which got us and the satnav lost and the van nearly stuck in the
middle. During this early part of the run the view was of valleys between wooded ridges, with lots of hillside villages scattered throughout. Higher, the villages
disappeared until just after the first pass at 1,280 metres we came to Villagio Mancuso, tucked in amongst the pine trees. It’s a weird place: it has been developed
as a resort village, with some unattractive apartment developments ranging down the hill, but in the centre are a collection of rather tired-looking wooden
dwellings of an unusual nature. Traditional? Possible, but we thought not. There were lots of people there, probably up from Catanzaro, for lunch at one of the
quite upmarket restaurants. We couldn’t figure the resort bit – there are too many tall pines in the thick forest for skiing. Just a cool place for the summer, maybe.
Easy and quite gentle descent after lunch in Mancuso and down through pastures and farmland to the bottom of the valley, then up again to the Colle d’Ascione,
with some good views from the top. We decided to look for a wild camp for night somewhere around Lake Arvo, after descending a bit from the pass, and after
passing several no parking for motorhome signs, settled down quite near the shore in a layby opposite some house in a spot we thought was probably legal. We
were at 1,370 metres. There were few foreign tourists around, if any, and we had only seen one motorhome all day.

After a nice morning some clouds had descended over the mountains, and just after we stopped we had a very wet thunderstorm. By evening it was clearer but
with a cool wind, and the scene looking over the lake was beautiful.
Sunday 21 June
Peaceful but unexpectedly very cold night, and finally slept better once we got out more blankets! Mist was rising from the waters of the lake, again very
picturesque – just the sort of place we are looking for in a wild camp.
Back into the mountains, still heavily forested, we passed through the little village of Silvana Mansio
and on to the ski resort centre of Camigliatella. We wound our way down to the large town of
Cosenza and saw the old town topped by a castle, but bypassed it in heavy and aggressive traffic.
Lonely Planet describes Cosenza as having a “gritty feel to the old town with its dark, garbage-strewn
streets and fading, once-elegant palazzi”. We felt we could safely give it a miss.
More steep downhill runs west along a good
road, one of the viaducts linked by tunnels sort,
and finally down to the coast at Paola and the
resort village of Villagio Bahja. This has a camper
park as part of the complex, but otherwise it is
purely a resort, with apartments and cottages, all
very posh. It also has a swimming pool, tennis
and ball courts playgrounds and the whole song
and dance bit.
Fortunately we were camped a fair way away
from all this activity, which was on for one and
all this Sunday. After following the Austrian GP
in the internet (the resort wifi supplier was “closed” until 9:00pm) we joined the masses for a swim in
the pool, which happily was going through a more peaceful phase, having dutifully showered and
donned our stupid little swimming caps, mandatory in Italy for reason that escape me. Nits, I
suppose.
We also took a walk down through a tunnel underneath the railway line that runs between
everything and the sea to the beach, one of scores in a line up and down the coast. There was the
usual mass of umbrellas and loungers in the pay bit, and a rougher public area – required by law –
next to it. The sand was rough and grey, and swimming there did not seem an attractive proposition.
Evening under heavy shade of maple trees.
Monday 22 June

Quite a long run today by our standards, using a fair bit of autostrada, having decided that there were not
many more special attractions for us here in Calabria, so moved on up to Basilica with our target being the
town of Matera. The inland scenery was of brownish rounded hills with acres of olive groves, some really flat
valleys, and most of the time up to our left (west) the quite steep and volcanically dramatic mountains of the
Pollino National Park.
Approaching Matera, which stands at the top of a hill, we crossed some steep craggy ravines, typical of what
is known as the Sassi (stones) region. For a night or two we checked in at an agriturismo, Masseria
Pantaleone, with a well-appointed camper park: wide and tiled spaces, water and power there, but poor san
facs.
Tuesday 23 June
Sunny morning, and got a ride up to the town in the free shuttle bus.
Matera is a city and a province here in the region of Basilicata, and sits by a steep canyon carved out by the Gravina river, now just a stream. The area has been
settled from Palaeolithic times and the city was founded and named by the Romans in the 3rd century BC. Over the centuries possession changed in the way typical
of southern Italy (the “mezziogiorno” or mid-day sun), passing through the hands of great Italian families in the 16th and 17th centuries, then the French under
Napoleon. In September 1943 it was the first Italian city to turn and fight against the Wehrmacht.
Its current fame rests with the Sassi (stones) of Matera. The Sassi originated as prehistoric troglodyte settlements, dug into the calcareous rock faces. The caves,
including dwellings, churches and monasteries, remained populated through the ages, but in
the 1950s the Italian government used force to relocate most of the Sassi population to
areas of the developing modern city. The Sassi were considered an area of such poverty that
they were uninhabitable, a matter for “shame” – defined by the Prime Minister in 1952 as a
“national disgrace” and ordered to be cleared by law. This attitude was countered and
resisted by volunteer groups in opposition to public demands for the demolition of the Sassi,
and in the late 1980s the local administration relented, seeing benefits in promoting
regeneration of the Sassi for the benefit of tourism, with the aid of the Italian government,
UNESCO – and Hollywood, as we would see. The Sassi area was awarded World Heritage
status in 1993, and we have noted all over Europe that this is a fast and successful way to
attract visitors, with merit a sometimes questionable factor.
From the southern-most tourist information booth we first walked up to the piazza in front
of the Palazzo Lanfranchi, an art museum with an impressive façade. From the piazza is one
of the several splendid viewpoints, and the first from which we got the whole view of the
place.

In the centre of the town is a hill backed by the Gravina ravine and topped by the Duomo, currently under substantial restoration. Down to our left we could see
the Sasso Barisono, the part of the Sassi that has been most redeveloped for living quarters, restaurants, galleries and the like, and down to our right lay the Sasso
Caveoso, little developed so far and with many caves locked up. Flanking the valley of the Sassi to the west, we walked past some lovely baroque buildings and
churches, including the Chiesa della Purgatorio – festooned with images of skeletons and hell – and the impressive Chiesa di San Francesco d’Assisi, standing
imperiously on a mound.
Many of the streets were being substantially decorated in preparation of the procession of the Madonna della Bruna, in which a ceremonial wagon carrying a
colourful stature of the Madonna is pulled by mules through the city. The ceremony originated in 1389, and will be celebrated on July 2 – next week, of course!
We then dived down under a low arch into the Sasso Barisono, then passing several caves now faced by walls that made them into dwellings, restaurants, and
even hotels. Climbed out at the north end of the town up to the Monastero di Sant’Agostino, from which
there was another staggering view of the town and the ravine to its west.
On our way back to the Sasso Caveoso we visited the Chiesa di Madonna delle Virtu and the Chiesa Nicola dei
Greci, and the associated monastic complex. This is one of the most important monuments here, and is
composed of dozens of caves spread over two layers carved into the rock. The churches were hewn out in the
9th-11th centuries, changed over the centuries, and carefully restored to their original configurations in 1967.
All the features of an ancient small church are there, with columns, capitals, arches, and domes with
patterning all carved into the rock. There are several frescoes, still just surviving the rigours of time. The
monastery was dug out in the 11th century and features a large grape-pressing basin for the making of wine.
Mel Gibson, who used Matera and the Sassi to represent ancient Jerusalem in his film “The Passion of Christ”,
used the central room of this monastery for the scenes of the last supper and the washing of the feet.
Four other prominent religious movies have also been filmed in Matera in and around the Sassi, and no fewer
than 17 other secular movies. Two new ones will be released in 2016. See what I mean by the assistance of Hollywood?

Further into the Sasso Caveoso we got a bit lost and, for a while, as we passed through the maze of winding lanes, terraces, empty caves, stairs and slopes, we
thought we’d miss the shuttle bus back. It was very hot by then, and negotiating these features became a bit of a trial, but we made it in time and got back to the
van after a vigorous and interesting day.
Wednesday 24 June
Pitter-patter of rain started in the middle of the night, and became heavier later. Stopped in the morning, but we stayed put under cloudy skies.
Walked around the complex. A big shed is a horse stables, and outside there are a few horses, donkeys and mules, not all looking in brilliant condition. There are
several good-looking goats in a small enclosure. There is a fair amount of rusting machinery around, and a stagnant swimming pool. The only places in good
condition are the parking places themselves and the hotel-restaurant complex. The “agro” part of the agrotourism appears to be suffering!
Thursday 25 June
Off for an interesting day. First, we drove round to the east side of the city, the other side of the
Gravina ravine. On the way we called into an information centre that has a sosta associated with it
that we did not know about, but from which we could not have explored the city itself anyway. The
aim here was to wander around this part of the Murgia Natural Park, view the city from the other
side of the ravine, and visit one or two cave churches out of the 150 or so that are scattered around
the wide-ranging park.
The view was marvellous, with the city sassi
spread out in front of us so that we could see
where we had been yesterday. We scrambled
over the wild and rocky terrain and found the
church of the Madonna delle Tre Porte. Like
other remains here it is fronted by a gated grill,
which can only be opened by a guide, but none of the caves is very large and it is easy enough to see inside.
So, we still had a good view of the frescoes painted in the 13th-15th centuries, and other crosses etched into
the walls.
Another, older church was that of San Falcione, attributed to the earliest Italo-Greek monastic communities
that settled in the area around the 9th century. In the 19th century a wall was built around the complex, which was then used as an enclosure for sheep and goats.
Back on the road, we drove east out of Basilicata into Puglia, which becomes the heel of Italy at its southern end. The countryside was flat and not very interesting,
which was just as well because much of the road was straight, fast, narrow and with many trucks, so that the driving was challenging and needed full attention!

Approaching the town of Alberobello, the centre of the historic trulli district, we saw the first of several examples of the
trulli, the cylindrical buildings with conical roofs tiled with limestone bricks. These ones looked like storage facilities for
the farms, but the town was another matter altogether.
We parked in a large olive grove that is used as a car park, and has basic facilities for overnighting motorhomes. We
walked down to the market area, where they were just cleaning up the morning’s activities, and through to the central
piazza. From here we could see the amazing sight of hundreds of trulli buildings ranging upon either side – apparently
there are nearly 1,000 in all. We first walked up winding narrow lanes through the quieter of the two main areas, with
mostly residential trullis, the museum (shut!), and a generally neat, tidy and very picturesquely whitewashed scene.
Over the other side of the town the trullis and the area have been more developed for commercial tourism, with lots of
tatty shops and restaurants, some of the latter looking good. All the trullis have domed interiors inside, and some are conjoined in a double or triple arrangement.
The trulli district of which Alberobello is the centre is not very large,
extending between Monopoli and Bari and to some extent inland. In the
buildings can be seen hints of prehistoric Saracen and Christian
civilisations, comparable with the nuraghi of Sardinia. The domed roofs
are often painted with strange symbols; explanations are given in the
tourist shops, but what they mean is not that clear. They have Christian
relationships, because some are obviously of Jewish origin, and others
are perhaps survivors of the mystical Rosicrucian brotherhood that
spread through the Mediterranean at one time. The buildings we see
now are reportedly no older than the 14th century.
An interesting day.
Friday 26 June
Quite cool in the
morning, scattered
clouds but clearing.
We thought about
going into the
market, but decided
to get going and head for a Lidl on the outskirts of Monopoli, where we were going anyway. Did a good stock-up
there at prices that are going to make Australia look terribly expensive.

Parked in a waterfront car park
at Monopoli, and walked in to
the harbour. Awe wanted to
revisit a port with good
memories, as it was the last port
in Italy we visited in 1987 before
giving up on small and dirty
fishing harbours and sailing
across to Yugoslavia. There’s
now a new marina there and the
fishing harbour has been greatly
Cera was here
expanded, so it would be fine to
visit now! Further, the centre of
the old town is very attractive, and being off the beaten tourist track was very peaceful and quiet as we walked around it.
Then off up the coast on a busy road, lots of trucks, some of it dual carriageway, and some complicated driving and navigating to bypass Bari. We left the “big”
road north of Barletta for a very rough small road with vast salt pans and huge piles of sea salt inland from us, the Natural Reserve Salina.
We were aiming for a sosta in our new guide, but this turned out to be a cramped and unkempt place, seemingly
closed but with several semi-permanents encamped there looking suspiciously at me as I walked around to check it
out. Pressed on to another possibility, but that again was crowded and unattractive, and backtracked to a place that
looked better. And it was; but for some reason the large site was unoccupied save for a young couple in a tent. We
settled down among the gum trees, having found that the basic facilities were
acceptable and had solar-heated water.
About 170 km of fairly stressful driving this day, but it turned put all right in
the end.
Saturday 27 June
Very peaceful night, and decided to stay for another, doing some writing and
research into plans for the month or so we have left for the Continent. Norma
did some washing, and then in the morning we were joined by an enormous
Italian van that came between us and the tent, in the gap we had left. They
tried to get closer to us, but couldn’t manoeuvre in the trees. We can’t get over, and get annoyed by, the
predisposition of the Italians to get as close as possible to any other vans already there. In this particular instance
the very large site, powered all over, is almost empty and thus offers a vast choice of placement.

Early afternoon, down to the beach for a short time. Not as windy as yesterday, but still a brisk sea breeze that is not working its way into the camp site. By Med
standards a good stretch of fine sand, but shallow for a good way out and with a choppy surf rolling in, so that our swims were short and not very satisfactory.
Sunday 28 June
One of the worst nights ever: boom-boom music started about 6:00 pm, and just went on and on – and on! Got louder all night, and did not finish until 6:00 am.
Impossible to sleep for more than a few minutes, because the low-frequency noise came up through the pillows, making earplugs ineffective. We never did find
out where it was coming from. The direction was from the adjacent and crowded camp site that we looked at and rejected, but it couldn’t have been them We
concluded that it must have been some informal outdoors “rave” on the beach or one of the several beach cafes.
So got away, along with some apologetic shrugs from the site owner, on our trip over the Gargano
Massif, a limestone plateau which forms the spur on the ankle of Italy. We climbed some grey
scrubby hills to the main town of Monte Sant’Angelo. Set on the hillside, from below on the approach
it presents a most unattractive prospect, with line after line of apartment block fronts. The old town
is further up on a ridge, and has a
sanctuary dedicated to St Michael.
Across the massif the view is of greenbrown scenery, with the plateau deeply
divided by ravines. In the depth of the
ravines shine bright green forests, and
that’s about it, really.
Having crossed the massif, which is a
National Park, we descended down to the sea again, on the north-facing coast of the Gargano. We
continued west along the coast road and along the narrow strip of land that separates from the sea,
apart from a couple of inlets with fishing boats, from Lake Varano. There are lots of lidos and
swimming beaches all along this coast, but most are separated from the road by a fair way until we
came to the seaside resort of Torre Mileto. We chose to stop early, and pulled into the first sosta, a
pleasant place. We were pretty sure that the few campers free-camped along the beach would be
moved on, and none was there the next morning.

We wandered down to the beach along some
tatty market stalls enjoying a gelato. The beach
was packed, and was horribly littered, with
garbage spread all over the sand and along the
roadsides. This is a southern Italian trait that we
shall never get used to. Back at the van we had
an interesting chat with an Italian who had
migrated to Australia and was a chauffeur for
the Hordern family in Sydney, but returned to
Italy and then to France. As ever, whenever you
get talking to a European the conversation soon
turns to the horrors of illegal migration and what to do about it. Most mention Australia’s success in
“stopping the boats”!
Monday 29 June

d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise, as it is now called.

A longish but very pleasant drive of over 220 km today, with a stop at an invaluable Lidl on the way. First we
moved fast to the west, mostly along an autostrada with the usual difficulty in paying with the machine when
we came off; still fairly cheap, though. We cut off the
motorway and headed south-west inland, along one of the
roads that run along the valleys between the ridges of the eastern Apennines. A typically busy two-lane main road, with
lots of trucks being Monday, and plenty of crazy driving as
every car and van tries to win the race by lots of overtaking.
From near Isernia we turned north-west again, and into the
Parco
Nazionale

The
mountains
soon started heaping up because the Abruzzi massif is the
highest part of the Apennine range. We have driven this route
before, in 2008, and although there are some new roads and
lots more that are rougher than ever, it is through lovely
scenery. Green valleys swoop up to pine forests, and higher
again the rocks are bare, even with a few patches of snow in
north-facing gullies. Little red-roofed villages perch on crags and
ridges, and many look impossible to reach.
The garbage on the beach the next morning was worse

The town of Barrea sits on a lower ridge overlooking the eponymous dammed lake, looking very blue and
beautiful under a blue sky. The Tomtom directed us towards the centre of the town, but a friendly traffic
warden warned us, “no further” and to turn round before we got completely stuck. It has a lovely view of the
lake; apparently the town was damaged in a 1983 earthquake and had to be substantially restored. Further on
is the nice little town of Villetta Barrea, with some ore obviously 16th-17th century buildings.
On to Scanno, on the natural Lake Scanno, a resort, excursion and winter sports centre. It lies in a lovely
position in the Sagittario valley; the lake was formed when a landslide blocked the river. The main road on the
north side of the lake is blocked for us by a 3-metre high arch, which we remembered from 2008; but we also
remembered that on the southern side of the lake there is a large and pleasant camp site, and that is where
we went for the night. We finally settled on the edge of this very quiet site, with a good view overlooking the
lake and a village hanging on half way up the steep slope the other side, at just over 1,000 metres high.
Tuesday 30 June
Cool night, would have been peaceful except for two young Italian girls talking right by us late at night . . .
Off and away to the
north-west through
the Sagittario gorge,
a tremendous run
along a narrow road
with vertical cliffs one
side and a raving on
the other. Opening
up a little, the view
was of continuing
craggy scenery but
with many little
villages perched on
hilltops all around. Approaching a bypassing Sulmona we encountered the major
Rome-Pescara autostrada, swooping majestically from hill to hill along high
viaducts.
We took a deviation to the Abbey of San Clemente a Casauria, referred to in our old Michelin guide as “the finest building in the Abruzzi”. It’s certainly neither
signposted not promoted as such in most literature, but is truly a lovely old abbey, and one we had to ourselves to wander around unattended. It was founded in
871 by Emperor Ludovico II and rebuilt in the 12th century by the Cistercian order. It was further damaged and restored several times over the centuries, right up

to the 20th. On approach it has a highly impressive façade with three arches, the central being rounded and the others with something of a point said to be in the
oriental manner. Complex carvings on the tympanum depict the story of the founding of the abbey, and there is a magnificent bronze central front door.
The inside is simple and undecorated consistent with St Bernard’s world view, with square
columns. The pulpit, however, is heavily carved and next to it stands a monumental candelabra.
The altar is covered by a tent-like stone Romanesque “ciberium”. Underneath it all is a low crypt.
The church stands quietly in a back street in San Clemente village, with some overgrown Roman
foundations scattered around.

developments.

Back on the road we aimed generally north into the Gran Sasso
d’Italia, where the hills are still high but more rounded and
much barer than in the greener and craggier Abruzzo. We were
aiming for a camp site in the hills that was in one of our guides,
but the roads to it looked pretty forbidding and the site itself
looked bare too, in its photo. So we changed our minds and
headed for a sosta in the outskirts of l’Aquila, a city we had
decided to visit – but no sosta there, just new housing

We knew there was a parking place for
motorhomes in the city near the castle, and indeed
there was, a busy little urban site but convenient
enough. It was hot outside by then, but we walked
in the heat up the steep road to the castello,
having been advised by an Italian camper that it
was shut. We walked all around it, and admired its
classic square castle configuration. It was built by
the Spanish from 1530 to 1635, but right now it is
being very substantially restored. We were
disappointed, because inside is the Museum of the
Abruzzo, which we wanted to visit.

the morning.

The van was parked in a shady place, and we
settled down for a night there and to see more in

Wednesday 1 July
Remarkably peaceful night, and few occupied vans there. Some are just being parked there, two are for sale. Aquila is off the tourist beat for a while, for reasons
we were to find out.
Reasonably cool first thing, so started walk in good time, up to the Basilica di San Bernadino. The church was built between 1454 and 1472, and the remarkable
façade was added in 1627. The façade is in three layers, each one colonnaded with columns of diminishing size in the higher parts. The big, bright interior has
square columns and a wildly decorated Baroque wooden roof. There is an imposing mausoleum for St
Bernadino on the right, and a Baroque organ over the western door. The façade and interior have clearly
just been restored, but the several chapels along the side naves were all closed off, with restoration under
way.
We started making our way further into the old town, and soon found out that the whole place was under
substantial rebuilding, with a forest of cranes and masses of scaffolding everywhere. We soon found out
that on 6 April 2009 the town suffered an earthquake that did great damage, or destroyed, most of the
buildings of the town. It is costing millions of euros to rebuild, and there is now almost inevitable
controversy about the pace of restoration and the use being made of the funds. And that’s why the
potentially lovely place is free of tourists!

Some great driving then, as we moved out of the Abruzzo and into Umbria.
From Aquila to Rieti the road is part of the old Mille Miglia, and features some
marvellous sweeping curves through the thickly wooded hillsides, many with –
as ever in these parts – villages and castles clustered in their sides.
Although we are now generally following the route north through middle Italy
we followed in the van in 2008 we are seeking to visit places we did not
before. So after bypassing the industrial city of Terni and driving north, we
made a stop at Spoleto. However, it being a hot mid-afternoon by then, we
decided first to drive up to the top of Monteluco (lucus, sacred grove), to the
immediate east of the main town. It is an eight kilometre very steep, hairpinned road to the summit. St Francis and t Bernardino came to live up here as
hermits in a monastery. The monastery, or convent, is still there, but not a lot
is open: just a line-up of old monk cells, a sanctuary named after Bernadino, and a simple chapel with a rather eerie tomb topped by a very realistic statue of the
dead friar.
We had hoped to find a viewpoint, as stated in the literature, but
no luck: the top is thickly forested, except for a wide expanse of
picnic ground, obviously quite popular on hot days in the valley 800
metres below. There are two hotels and an albergo up there too.
For the night we stopped in the main gravel car park, just outside
the complex.
Thursday 2 July
Very peaceful night – ironically, some of the best nights we have
enjoyed have been while “wild” camping!
Drove back down to the bottom of Monteluco and stopped for a
look at the church of St Peter, with its magnificent 13th century
Romanesque façade reached by a wide stairway. This is a mass of
sculptures of rural scenes and, notably, of animals, mostly domestic but with a lion or
two thrown in.
The roads and signposting in Spoleto are as confusing as anywhere in Italy, and after
groping around for a while we got settled in a small car park in the north of the city,
which was near most of what we wanted to see. We were debating whether to make the
formidable climb up to the imposing fortress, or Rocca, as we walked in, and found with great pleasure that it can now be reached by a long series of escalators
and a lift, all established alongside the original stairs about five years ago.

The Rocca is in the process, like so much else, of
extensive restoration, and it is being done very well. It is
a massive rectangular structure with six towers,
established in the late 1300s as a stronghold of papal
power. It obviously has a wonderful view of the town to
one side and the wooded Monteluco on the other. We
could also look down on the Ponte delle Torri, a bridge
and aqueduct built in the 14th century over a pillared
Roman viaduct. The fortress encloses two large
quadrangles, the rooms around the first of which hold
the Mueo Nazionale del Ducato di Spoleto. The exhibition
is quite new and well laid out, with archaeological finds
from late antiquity to the Middle Ages. Many original frescoes have been restored as far as possible, the most intriguing being those in the Camera Pinta, the
“painted room”. This is divided into two arch by an arch painted with cherubs with adult-looking faces (artists of the time were bad at painting children!), and the
room is decorated with scenes of chivalry, hunting and “courtly love”.
We couldn’t go up to the upper ramparts, but future visitors will, and this was a good visit anyway.
We returned down the lift and half way down the escalators, then off them and on to another lift
which deposited us at the Piazza del Duomo, in the heart of the old city. The city fathers here are
doing a wonderful job in increasing the accessibility of all this steep town. Reasons probably include
its status as a UN WH site, and its annual international arts festival, which was on while we were
there. Many of the rooms in the fortress had displays of photography and other artistic exhibits.
The duomo was consecrated in 1188 and was remodelled in the 17th century. The façade has a
pleasant porch in front of it, above which carved figures appear to holding up the higher layers like
Atlas, just as in the Greek temples we had seen in Agrigento. There is an adjacent 11-12th century
campanile built from stones gathered from Roman buildings. Inside, the most remarkable feature of
the cathedral was the multitude, magnificence and quality of the paintings, frescoes and carvings in
the naves, chapels and apse, simply outstanding.

The piazza tapers up from the façade of the cathedral to a majestic stairway, from which there are great
views of the church and the adjacent grand buildings. Up behind the stairs are the three apses of the 1012th century church of Sant’Eufemia. The nave and aisles are separated by an elegant line of columns in
an upper and lower layer, forming a gallery, reportedly for women. Naturally, as you do, we missed a
mid-day concert in that church, but that was because we went for an early lunch at a trattoria in a lane
in the old town. Not very good, unfortunately, but the beer was refreshing and it was out of the sun. It
was getting terribly hot walking around, and we found later that all the southern Europe and
Mediterranean regions are in early summer heatwave conditions. We did a bit more pottering around
the piazzas, tiny streets and lanes of the old town, then got on our way again in the van, inside which the temperature was about 47
degrees when we got back to it.
Our plan then was to go to what looked like a pleasant sosta in the small hilltop town of Montefalco, not far up the road from Spoleto. As soon as we got out of
the van in the deserted and shade-free parking area we – especially Norma – were besieged by mosquitos and we very soon decided to pull out. An alternative
was another sosta at Trevi, another hill town and again not far away. Although there were some trees along the parking strip it was hard to find much shade, and
we were pleased to find it was hard by a public swimming pool which, it turned out, was free for over-75s! So we had a pleasant swim and a lie in the shade by the
pool for a while. However, the pool featured music, which got louder and louder and more abhorrent until at about
7:30, with the light fading, we
decided to pull out again. For both
these villages, it was a shame we
had to pull out, because both looked
as though they deserved a walk
around in the morning. Norma
remembered seeing a possible wild
camp outside a cemetery on the
road up the hill, but
on descent we
came across a
perfect spot, off a
little road leading
to some dwellings,
with a small
parking area for a
roadside spring. We
had a lovely view as the sun completed its descent, and were in blessed peace.
Friday 3 July
After a very peaceful night, congratulating ourselves on having made a difficult decision so late in the
day, we headed up towards Assisi. On the way we took a deviation east of Foligno to visit a

monastery in the oak-forested hills, the Abbazia di
Sassovivo. This is set in a lonely place overlooking a
small valley, planned by the Benedictines in the 11th
century. It was hard to see against the dark backdrop
of trees as we approached. The abbey and church are
being restored and there are archaeological
excavations currently taking place, and it’s a lovely
old place. It features simply beautiful white and pink
cloisters, with arches supported by twin columns,
some in spirals.
From there it was a straight run up to Assisi and a
climb to the camp site that we remembered well
from our previous visit in 2008. Getting very hot by now, we tucked into a spot under a tree that was as shady as possible.
Saturday 4 July
We decided not to go into the town and see the basilica again, as we had done so twice before and it was a
long, hot walk. So got on with some domestic chores, including Norma’s washing of the bed sheets.
Sunday 5 July
Another quiet day; Norma washed the carpets this time! Continuing very hot, and moved a little way into a
slightly shadier spot. Some English speakers in for a change, including a young coupe tent camping in a Mazda
MX5 and a very pleasant couple of Swiss women in a large Carthago. One of them had a permanent site in a
camp near Bern, which he said we could stay if we went through there.
Monday 6 July
On the road again, having made the decision to press north with all due despatch, in view of the heat in
southern Europe. Using the fastest routes, including autostradas where possible, we drove fast out of Umbria
and through Tuscany, where again we had visited all the great sights at least twice before, once in the Ferrari as a special treat.
At one stage, having come too early off the autostrada (by mistake) between Florence and Pistoia, we passed the interesting sight over several kilometres of vast
nurseries cultivating trees and shrubs, all absolutely immaculate.
From Pistoia we cut north on the scenic route into Emilia-Romagna and towards Modena, a very pleasant run. Just through Pavullo nel Frignano and about half
way, we passed what looked like a pleasant sosta, and I was getting tired driving. It was indeed a good spot, just off the road among tall trees giving some shade.

Tuesday 7 July

Ferraris, safety, and historic motor sport generally. He asked me to stay in touch, and I’ll certainly do so.

Maranello was on the route up to
Switzerland, so it seemed logical to
revisit the Museo Ferrari, lately the
Galleria. The displays change regularly,
and we were delighted to find,
prominently displayed, the Pininfarina
Sigma Grand Prix, with which I was so
intimately associated in 1968-69. I
mentioned this to one of the
attendants, and he came back with one
of the museum directors, Christo Vlahos
(“Chris”). We then had a marvellous
two-hour discussion about the Sigma,

It was mid-day and blistering hot when we emerged, and just had a quick sandwich before hitting the road again, back on the autostrada for another long leg past
Parma and bypassing Milano and up to Lecco, on the south-east leg of Lake Como. Still too hot to contemplate staying at lake level, so took a very steep, twisting
and narrow run up into the hills to the east of Como and a sosta at the village of Carenno. This was wide open to the sun, still very hot, and we stayed a while
under a tree before moving into the dedicated space with free power.
We watched all the goings-on with interest, including the frantically fast driving of all the cars, motorbikes and scooters, even in the village context.
Wednesday 8 July
Things quietened down overnight, but the action was all
go again by 6:00 am, but more peaceful later by the time
they had all gone to work.
The weather seemed to have changed somewhat
overnight, and Norma was commenting on aches and
pains after being free for some while. It was cloudy and
humid, with the early morning temperature in the mid20s. There’s no phone reception at the sosta, so it was not
possible to get a forecast and plan the next steps on that
basis.

Stayed through for lunch, then dived down the tortuous hill again and through the busy industrial part of Lecco. From there it was a very pleasant run along Lake
Como’s eastern shoreside road, up the
south-east and northern legs of the
lake. Still very humid, hazy and hot, but
some lovely views across and along the
lake. It’s the steeper side of the lake, so
there’s less room for developments
including resorts and apartments, given
that two roads and a railway share the
strip of available space. So many of the
dwellings are the splendid mansions
that have lined all the lakes for a long
time.
Our unambitious target was a council camper site near the north of the lake, at Colico. This
was a pleasant spot, with a gate to the grassy lake frontage. We walked along the lake to the
north for a while, until the path dived inland. The temperature had dropped substantially during the day, but there was still heat in the sun. The site was full by the
end of the day.
Thursday 9 July
Peaceful night apart from some dog barks, and pleasantly cool (about 24 degrees) in the shade. The skies had cleared, and the humidity returned to normal. Took
a pleasant morning walk into the pleasant little town. Apart from its grassy frontage to the lake and splendid view over it, Colico has an expansive piazza
surrounded, as usual, with several “Ristorante-Pizzerias” (why always the pizzeria bit, we wondered). We enjoyed a gelataria sitting at the waterfront by the little
well-walled harbour. We noted the three metres or so difference in water height given by the gauge in the harbour and wondered why, in mid-summer, the water
was so low. In any event, the harbour walls did say that the lake could get very turbulent – as it did for a while in the afternoon, when a mass of cold air fell off the
mountains to the north.

Peaceful afternoon, and we enjoyed the sight of several nice-looking
dogs enjoying life on the road, including a delightful pair of poodles
and another pair of greyhounds.
Friday 10 July
Away in reasonable time along a heavily-trafficed and boring straight
road to the east, via a Lidl for a stock-up. We turned north through
Tirano into Switzerland, being observed but waved through with no
formalities. We did expect some, in view of all the publicity about
illegals in passage through Europe..

SWITZERLAND
We entered this part of the Graubunden canton of Switzerland to catch the road through the Bernadino Pass on the way to St Moritz, as part of the plan as far as
possible to avoid retracing steps of previous years – practically impossible to fulfil completely, as the mountain ranges make some routes essential.
But we enjoyed typically Swiss views of deep valleys, cliff-like mountain faces and snowy tops as we climbed to the pass. The most impressive sight is the
Morteratsch glacier, which glowed white and blue up to our left as we started to descent towards Pontresina.
Switzerland is very short on motorhome-only stopping and parking places, and the only legal place for us to stay the night was a camp site just short of Pontresina,
Camping Morteratsch. It is in a lovely
setting, in a little valley in a forest of
larch and pine. To the south we could
see the very snowy tops of the Bernina
mountain range, and there are small
lakes down at the lower end of the site
through which a stream runs. All very
picturesque, but as a camp site not what
we want: a shambolic arrangement for
pitches, primarily for permanents and
long-stayers, and extremely expensive at
over CHF44 (roughly the same in Euros) a
night, double what we have been paying.
Good showers, though, as they should
be.

It claims to be the highest all-season camp site in Europe, at 1860 metres. We enjoyed a sunny early
afternoon, but we are in a well-shaded spot which we’d have paid good money for in southern Italy but
which made for a cool evening as the sun went down over the mountains.
Saturday 11 July
Got very cold in the night, and used the heater in the morning for the first time for month. Extricated
ourselves from our tiny and dew-damp grassy pitch without problems, and drove into St Moritz for a bit
of a look. Fairly typical posh winter-based
resort, we thought, and during the
following legs we saw more posh and

sports cars in a day than we had seen in
months before. Switzerland is undeniably
a rich country with lots of rich people,
but most have worked hard for it.
From St Moritz we drove north-east
along the Engadine valley to Zernez, and
visited the museum for the adjacent
National Park. Some wonderful wildlife
photography in a series of movies, but
otherwise a well-presented interactive

kiddy
oriented display of geological features of the
park and its wildlife.
Out of Zernez we did our pass for the day,
Fluelapass, 2383 metres, a lovely run with some
patches of snow but mostly green scenery with
lots of cows ringing bells. The descent leads to
Davos, which we were going to bypass but
Norma saw a bunch of motorhomes down by the
Davosersee, a large lake. We approached by way
of a large and busy car park, as usual entered
past prominent “camping forbidden” signs, and

sure enough found a park at the end with a few vans and
instructions for buying a ticket that seemed not to make
overnighting illegal. And sure enough, the low fee gave us credit
for the next morning, so we stayed put.
Very pleasant in the afternoon and evening sun, and we took a short walk along the lake among the dozens of people out lying in the same summer weekend sun
that had brought out the sports cars earlier.
Sunday 12 July
A little cool first thing, but soon warmed up in the sun. Decided to stay the day in this very good value stop. During the morning dozens of Optimist dinghies turned
up, many on large trailers carrying multiple boats, along with support parents and inflatables. Turned out that this was a big annual event for Optimists, basically a
training regatta for Swiss only, the kids among the best in the country.
Most of the day was beautiful for them and us, with
blue skies and some wispy high white clouds and a
building east wind blowing along the lake. Took a
pleasant walk round the end and along the other side of
the lake: opposite us there was a sport centre and
grassy sward supporting many sunbathers, ball players
and kids. Got cooler by 6:00 pm, and we hoped the
weather was not breaking up.
Monday 13 July

Rain overnight and cloudy in the
morning. Relaxed start, through Davos,
a typical ski resort place, them down
south-west through typical rolling Swiss
scenery, steep hillsides with many rock
falls, village churches on hilltops and a
pretty closed wooden bridge.

prices were very high!

Into Chur, and the stellplatz outside the
camp site where we were in 2009.
Absurdly expensive at 18 CHF, and we
were hit for another 6 CHF for six eggs
and a couple of rolls. Agreed with a
Dutch couple in a big van that Swiss

After lunch, walked into the old town, which is a substantial way away – at least two kilometres – but although the course looked simple, the advice from the
camp office and the ridiculous tourist map (upside down, with north facing down) caused us to get lost getting there, and more lost getting back. Did have a
pleasant wander through the old town, though, looking very different from the last time, when it was en fete with an August festival, with stalls and events all
over. This time it was very quiet, and we waked p to past St Nicholas church and through the medieval gates to the cathedral and the bishop’s palace.
I don’t think we got into the cathedral last time, but this time experienced its rather weird features: a hooked nave, so that the choir is not only higher than the
main part but also warped to the left, a pulpit that could only have been reached through the gallery, and a crazy mixture of old and new, including a rather ugly
very new organ and some very old statues by the entry to the crypt.
Finally got back after a long walk, and used the showers in the camp site whether we were allowed to or not. (Last time, we were told yes; this time, nothing.) Lots
of earthworks over the nearby stream, so lots of dust, to Norma’s disgust. Still a bit cloudy in the evening, but forecast promising.
Tuesday 14 July
Away in good time with no regrets for longish drive, over 220 kilometres. We stopped briefly at the nearby Lidl – 25 minutes only allowed for free in the car park, a
great way to increase business! – and found prices generally about double what Lidl charges everywhere else. So, not a big stock-up! First leg of the run was pretty
familiar, down the valley of the young Rhone starting on its way to Rotterdam and the North Sea, through mostly light industrial landscapes with mountains each
side, lots of pretty little villages with white churches. We were stopped by police at a roundabout, just “control”, they said, who were satisfied by my driving
licence and ship’s papers despite the fact that the addresses don’t match. Didn’t look for any unwanted passengers, though.

After Disentis Muster, though, the road to Andermatt was new to us, and we enjoyed the run up to and over the
Overalp Pass, with some beautiful scenery and lots of cows. The Oberalp is reasonably easy, and – bypassing
Andermatt, which we remembered was not much of a place – soon leads to the rather more challenging Furka
Pass. The first time we transited this was in Dad’s Mini, on gravel, a lot more challenging again.
We learnt on the way that part of it was featured in the James Bond film “Goldfinger” – so, naturally, that bit
became “James Bond Strasse”. More lovely views from the top, at over 2,400 metres, and a splendid array of
wild flowers. From the top we could see the peak of the Grimsel Pass and the little area by a lake where we
spent the night in the van in 2013.
Down from the Furka, with the mountains of the Bernese Oberland to our right, through its winds and turns we
came through lots of villages with all buildings of dark brown wood, combining dwelling, storages and animals in
many cases. And so down to Brig, an unattractive large town and after which we soon turned south through St
Niklaus and down to Tasch, in the heart of the valley surrounded by a U-shaped hook of mountains where the
southernmost peak is the magnificent Matterhorn.
We checked into the busy, and one and only, camp site, which we visited in 2009 and where we had been
welcomed by a friendly English-speaking manager,
This time we got a German (only) speaking
concentration camp guard who treated me as an
idiot. No credit cards accepted, and still the same
outrageous price for wi-fi. The camp site, too, cost
way more than would be expected anywhere else
in Europe for the same facilities. We did get to the
position at the far end of the site we had in 2009,
though, looking straight up the valley towards
Zermatt, at the end of a lovely day’s drive.
Sunny clear weather all day, and it was very
pleasant sitting outside until the sun set behind
the mountains to the west.
Wednesday 15 July
Off in good time to catch the shuttle train from
Tasch to Zermatt – but surprised it was going to
cost us 34 CHF, about $50 for the 5 km return ride
for the two of us! Crowds hadn’t really built up by the time we got there, and we bought tickets for the excursion from the tourist office near the train station. We
walked the kilometre or so right through the village of Zermatt, on the way enjoying the sight of about 50 Valais Blackneck goats being walked along the main

street, accompanied by goatherds in traditional dress.
This was part of the 2015 celebration of the
Matterhorn, and we were in Zermatt almost to the
day, 150 years ago on 14 July 1865, the mountain was
climbed to the summit the first time and four
climbers lost their lives – of which, more below.
We started our ride into the mountains with a series
of three rides in small linked gondolas. When we
were here in 2009 this meant getting out at each
stage and getting into a new one. However, the rides
are now connected very cleverly so that you can stay
in place or get out and walk around if you want to.
The gondola goes through the interchanges at slow
walking speed and then in a clever piece of
mechanical engineering, speeds up again to ascend the next stage in a slightly different direction.
These stages got us up to Trockener Steg at 2,939 metres, and there we transferred to a single big gondola that
took us up to 3,883 metres and the lookout point on the Kleine Matterhorn. All the way up, of course, we were
treated to outstanding views in all directions, including back down to Zermatt, across the Gletscher glacier system, into the face of rocky cliffs, up to the highest of
all, the snowy Monte Rosa, and over to the Matterhorn itself. The great mountain was grey, almost clear of snow, unlike our last visit in June 2009, but just as
spectacular in shape, style and location as ever.
Back down at Trockener Steg we took a walk out and around. We ducked into the tunnels built into the glacier, with some rather kitsch but nevertheless attractive
ice sculptures in caves. We watched a short film on the challenges of alpine climbing that gave me the shivers.
There were a fair few people skiing and otherwise fooling about in the snow. On the further descent to Zermatt we saw many of the typical chalet-style houses
and storage sheds, all of very dark wood, with greenish slate roofs. We observed that few seemed to be heated by wood, and we assumed that during the cold
months they had other energy sources available that would not cloud the valley with smoke.
We walked back down through the village, admiring the beautiful window boxes and other flower arrangements as part of the street furniture. No normal traffic is
allowed in Zermatt, but a little electric truck had a special hose extension on a pole for watering the flowers high in hanging baskets.
We had a reasonably good lunch of rosti with ham and eggs at a restaurant – expensive as ever, but it’s no good complaining about prices in Switzerland; if you
visit here, you have to get used to them! Pretty much everything costs double it would elsewhere in Europe, including, as a small example, a copy of the Times.
Not only has Switzerland always been a high-cost economy, the Swiss franc has risen sharply this year, increasing the pain.

We visited the Matterhorn Museum, which this year has a special display about the events of 1865. The basic story is this. In the previous eight years 15
unsuccessful events had been made from the Italian side and three from the Swiss side. In July 1965 Edward Whymper teamed up with Lord Francis Douglas and
his guide Peter Taugwalder, and these three then joined up with the Reverend Charles Hudson and Robert Hudson, with their guide Michel Croz. Taugwalder’s son
Peter completed the group of seven. After an early start on 14 July from the rock pyramid on the Hoernli Ridge the group stood together on the summit at 1:40
pm.
After an hour they started their descent, with Croz, Hadow, Hudson and Douglas roped together with a strong rope. Taugwalder senior roped himself to Douglas
with a thinner, auxiliary rope, and Whymper and Taugwalder junior roped themselves to him. Taugwalder fixed the thinner rope to a rock spur to protect the
leading four as they descended a vertical rock face. The inexperienced Hadow, already in trouble, slipped, taking the other three with him. The rope round the
rock spur failed, and the four fell down the North Wall to their deaths.
Great controversy followed, and Queen Victoria even threatened to ban British climbers from attempting the climb. The roles of survivors Whymper and the
Taugwalders was challenged, but the official verdict was misadventure triggered by Hadow’s slip.
We saw part of the rope in question at the museum. It was hardly more than a braided hemp cord, looking much like a washing line; photos show that the team’s
main ropes were very substantial three-strand spun lines. A Swiss rope manufacturer reproduced the original failed rope, and found its breaking load to be only
150 kilograms, hardly enough to support the static weight of one man, let alone the kinetic energy of four falling. The museum also showed some well reproduced
mountain dwellings of the period.
Back at the van it was hot, and we rested in the shade until the sun disappeared behind the hills again.
Thursday 16 July
Off again, and down along the rather uninteresting and very straight road along the “Rotten Rhone”,
growing all the time and flowing rapidly
with the continuing ice and snow melt.
The flat valley floor is mostly industrial,
but it is a centre for fruit orchards, acres
of them, featuring apricots in particular.
Through Sierre, Sion and Martigny, and
then back into the mountains for the
Col de la Forclaz to take us out of the
long valley. The option at Martigny is
the Great St Bernard pass to the south,
into Italy. Just before the French border
we spent our remaining Swiss francs on apricots at a stall held by a very pleasant lady.

FRANCE AGAIN

Back into France without a sign of anyone at the border control points,
and over the easy Col des Montets with splendid views of the French
Alps developing as we went along. Down into Chamonix Mont Blanc
where both traffic and temperature increased again, and we stopped in
what looked like the shady side of a road where several campers were
parked. We decided to stop there for a couple of hours until looking for
a place nearer the lift for the Aiguille du Midi, a possibility for tomorrow,
depending on the weather.
Did move over to the cable car park, also known as an aire; parked in
comparative shade in the car section before moving over to the camper
part as the sun dropped below the mountains. Scores of vans here, but
avoided the worst of the scrum.
Friday 17 July
Weather fine first thing and favourable for the morning, so embarked on one of the best experiences available in Europe, the ascent to the Aiguille du Midi by
cable car.
The runs started very early, for the benefit of “alpinistes” going on serious walks, climbing or skiing, but we still beat the later mass of tourists. (In fact, we found
later that if you arrive after 9:00 am on a busy morning you will probably have to book and wait for an allocated lift.) The first stage is a cable car to Plan d’Aiguille
at 2,317 metres, from where you get a good view of the Glacier des Bossons on the approach to Mont Blanc itself and the several aiguilles (literally “needles”),
lines of sharp-toothed pinnacles.
The second cable car is a much bigger one, running at longer intervals. In the later stages of the ride it
takes an almost vertical climb to the Aiguille du Midi at 3,777 metres. There’s then a lift to the peak
terrace at 3,842 metres, as high as you can go. There are lots of terraces at each level, and the view is
simply staggering – especially as our timing gave an early sun and wonderful lighting and shadows.
The summit of Mont Blanc towered over us, with some early clouds from time to time hiding its very
top. There are several other Swiss and Italian peaks visible at over 4,000 metres all around. A
particularly gorgeous view was to the south and east, with a low sun making the snow ridges shine
and accentuating the contrasting shadows. Several groups of climbers were walking these narrow
ridges and making the final climb from them up to the peak to which we had had an easier ride.
On the way down we took a stop at the Plan d’Aiguille and watched some of the skiing on the short
runs available. Finally on ground level, we reviewed what truly is a fabulous experience. We have
done it before, in 2009, but doing it again is just like doing it anew, at slightly different time of year,
different snow and different light.

The mountain was first climbed in 1786, thus
inaugurating the age of mountaineering and
establishing the town as an Alpine resort.

town.

And so to the road again, with the plan being in the
remaining few weeks to traverse France from
south-east to north-west and, if time, revisit
Brittany, not explored since our first van trip in
2007. Typical alpine scenery continued for a while,
as to be expected, with some large and rather ugly
terraced apartment-style “chalets” in many of the
resort towns. We bypassed Annecy to the north
and, still in the Rhone-Alpes, descended to the
glacial Lac de Nantua, just past the eponymous

The aire there looked good in the book, directly overlooking the pleasant, green-blue lake. However, the line-up
was directly adjacent to a busy and noisy road, with – immediately on the other side- a railway line for among other
trains the TGV! It was also blistering hot again, and our discomfort was ratcheted up by very loud live music from
across the lake that got going strong by 9:00 pm, after an earlier tune-up. This was intolerable, so we
retreated at sundown after dinner to a nearby Lidl car park that we had spotted on the way in.
Saturday 18 July
This gave us a pretty good night on the
whole, and we could not hear more
than the faintest strains of the “music”.
And we duly rewarded Lidl by a shop
there in the morning before heading off
to the north and into Franche Comte.
We were aiming for an aire we had
been to before, with an attractive view
over another glacial lake, Lac de
Vouglans, at Mercantine. This is one of a
series of lakes that form part of the River Herrison system and its several dams. Again this did not
work out just as expected, because of the very heavy demand for access to the lake in the summer by
local people, the camping-cars have been marshalled into a larger, lower space without a view. It
does have shade, though, and after a couple of moves we settled into a good spot under the trees.

Literally hundreds of local cars streamed by during the day and down to another parking space by the lake. The “plage”, a tolerable beach of fine gravel, was a very
popular spot and packed all weekend.

